UPCOMING EVENT

EASC New Book Series: Modern Japan
Chinghsin Wu and Gennifer Weisenfeld

Friday, April 23, 2021 | 4:00PM - 5:30PM (PDT) | Register for Zoom

You are invited to the final EASC New Book Series on Modern Japan event of the semester on Friday, April 23! Please register to attend this book discussion on Parallel Modernism: Koga Harue and Avant-Garde Art in Modern Japan (University of California Press, 2019) with author Chinghsin Wu (Assistant Teaching Professor of Art History, Rutgers University-Camden) and discussant Gennifer Weisenfeld (Professor of Art History and Visual Studies, Duke University). This monthly series is organized by Benjamin Uchiyama, USC Assistant Professor of History, and introduces recent publications by first-time authors in modern Japanese studies to the USC community and the wider public. We hope to see you on Zoom!
EVENT FRIDAY
EASC Book Series: Modern China
Shelly Chan and Huei-Ying Kuo
Fri, Apr 16 | 4:00-5:30PM (PDT) | Register

We look forward to seeing you this Friday for the final session of the EASC New Book Series: Modern China series for the semester which will highlight *Diaspora's Homeland: Modern China in the Age of Global Migration* (Duke University Press, 2018) with author Shelly Chan (Associate Professor of History, University of California, Santa Cruz) and discussant Huei-Ying Kuo (Associate Research Professor of Sociology, John Hopkins University). You can still register if you would like to attend.

EVENT REMINDER
Society of Sinophone Studies Conference
Thurs, Apr 22-Sat, Apr 24 | Online via Zoom
WEBSITE | FLYER | PROGRAM

Join us for a three-day conference on Multisensory Dissent and Alliance Building: The Inaugural Biennial Conference of the Society of Sinophone Studies. The conference features one keynote speech and six panels spread across three days. By mobilizing interarea, interdisciplinary, and cross-methodological perspectives on multisensory modes of expressing dissent and ally-ship across the Sinophone world (including Taiwan, Hong Kong, mainland China, Southeast Asia, North America, Africa, and Europe), this interdisciplinary conference seeks to generate new cross-disciplinary frameworks for understanding, interpreting and amplifying the broader theoretical, methodological, and relational salience of such multisensory expressions. Please visit the conference website for the registration links.

EVENT WRAP
EASC Guest Speaker Series
Jessica Zu and Dr. Larry Ward
VIDEO RECORDING

Thank you for attending our EASC Guest Speaker Series with USC Assistant Professor of Religion, Jessica Zu and Dr. Larry Ward, co-founder of The Lotus Institute and author of America's Racial Karma: An Invitation to Heal. We want to thank the speakers for leading an insightful Q&A session, touching upon the current racial climate and ways we can break the cycle of racial trauma and practice solidarity. If you were unable to attend, the video recording of the session is available on our EASC Youtube Channel.
Call for Applications
ICS Visiting Scholar Scheme in Modern China Studies 2021-2022
Deadline: May 31, 2021

The Institute of Chinese Studies at The Chinese University of Hong Kong (CUHK) invites scholars in the field of modern and contemporary Chinese studies to visit and conduct researches at CUHK for a period of two to three months. The visiting scheme allows scholars from various academic disciplines to engage in independent research projects pertaining to modern China studies. Scholars will have access to a wide range of archival resources on modern and contemporary China collected by the CUHK Library. Please view their Call for Applications for more information and email the ICS Office at ics-general-office@cuhk.edu.hk if you have any questions.

API/AAPI/APIDA Resources

JOINT STATEMENT ON ANTI-ASIAN HATE AND VIOLENCE
EASC WEBSITE
We hope you are staying safe and taking care of your well-being and health. Please read EASC's joint statement and visit our EASC website for more safety resources, bystander intervention workshops and links to USC faculty statements and interviews on stopping anti-asian hate. Fight on.

Virtual Events Around USC, CA & Beyond

Phonology of Gender in Personal Names - Talk by Yoonjung Kang
Monday, April 12 | 2:30PM - 4:00PM | USC Department of Linguistics | Register

Reparations Past and Present: A Conversation with Ta-Nehisi Coates
Tuesday, April 13 | 12:00PM - 1:00PM | USC Shinso Ito Center | Register

Family Ties: Adventures in Finding My Family Stories
Tuesday, April 13 | 5:00PM - 6:00PM | Chinese American Museum | Register

Stop AAPI Hate - Talk by Russell Jeung
Wednesday, April 14 | 4:00PM - 5:00PM | CSULB Asian and Asian American Studies | Register

The Evolution of Kabuki to the Traditional Performing Arts - Talk by Jihye Kim
Wednesday, April 14 | 5:00PM - 5:30PM | UC Berkeley Center for Japanese Studies | Register

Return to the Mountain: In Conversation with Chung Ling
Wednesday, April 14 | 6:00PM - 8:00PM | UCLA Center for Chinese Studies | Register

They Called Us Enemy: An Intergenerational Conversation on Racial Justice - Talk by June Berk
Thursday, April 15 | 4:00PM - 5:00PM | Japanese American National Museum | Livestream

The Remnant Thing in Qing Poetry - Talk by Thomas Kelly
Thursday, April 15 | 4:00PM - 5:30PM | UCLA Center for Chinese Studies | Register
Buried Ancestors and Lineal Heirs: Disputes over Burial Sites and Lineage Property in Korea during Colonial Transition - Talk by Sungyun Lim
Thursday, April 15 | 4:00PM - 6:00PM | UC Berkeley Center for Korean Studies | Register

Role of Regional Players in Inter-Korean Peace and Unification - Talk by Katrin Fraser Katz, Kathryn Botto and Stephen Noerper
Friday, April 16 | 9:00AM - 10:00AM | The Korea Society | Register

Books without Covers: Reading Digitized Texts - Talk by Cynthia Brokaw
Friday, April 16 | 5:00PM - 6:30PM | UC Berkeley Center for Chinese Studies | Register

Monday, April 19 | 6:00PM - 7:00PM | Japan House | Register

The Contest over "Indigeneity": Film and Ethnography in China, Hong Kong, and Taiwan - Online Film and Conversation with Jenny Chio
Friday, April 23-30 | Register to Watch Online

Comments? Questions? Promotion requests?
easc@dornsife.usc.edu
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